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Mapping MPI processes to processor cores, called process mapping, is crucial to achieving the

scalable performance on multi-core processors. By analyzing the communication behavior among

MPI processes, process mapping can improve the communication locality, and thus reduce the

overall communication cost. However, on modern non-uniform memory access (NUMA) systems,

the memory congestion problem could degrade performance more severely than the locality prob-

lem because heavy congestion on shared caches and memory controllers could cause long latencies.

Most of the existing work focus only on improving the locality or rely on offline profiling to analyze

the communication behavior.

We propose a process mapping method that dynamically performs the process mapping for

adapting to communication behaviors while coordinating the locality and memory congestion. Our

method works online during the execution of an MPI application. It does not require modifica-

tions to the application, previous knowledge of the communication behavior, or changes to the

hardware and operating system. Experimental results show that our method can achieve perfor-

mance and energy efficiency close to the best static mapping method with low overhead to the

application execution. In experiments with the NAS parallel benchmarks on a NUMA system, the

performance and total energy improvements are up to 34% (18.5% on average) and 28.9% (13.6%

on average), respectively. In experiments with two GROMACS applications on a larger NUMA

system, the average improvements in performance and total energy consumption are 21.6% and

12.6%, respectively.
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Introduction

In the fields of high-performance computing (HPC) and enterprise computing, a large-scale

Symmetric Multi-Processing (SMP) system is typically built by using multiple processors to

have more processor cores within a system. These processors have shared memories and on-

chip memory controllers that form the base for NUMA (Non-Uniform Memory Access) multi-

processors. Each processor consists of one or several groups of processor cores, each of which is

physically associated with one or more memory controllers and memory devices. Such a group

of processor cores is referred to as a NUMA node [13, 16, 25]. Although the NUMA nodes are

generally connected by high-speed interconnect links such as QuickPath Interconnect (QPI) [32]

and HyperTransport [25], accessing a remote NUMA node still needs a longer latency than

accessing the data of the local memory device. Thus, the cost of remote memory access is higher

than that of local memory access.

Currently, modern multi-core processors are widely used not only for shared-memory parallel

processing but also for distributed-memory parallel processing, such as Message Passing Interface

(MPI) [24]. In MPI, communication among MPI processes is explicit and is performed by sending

and receiving messages. Each MPI process has a unique identifier called process ID or process

rank. The process that sends the message is called a sender, while the process that receives the

message is called a receiver. Thus, a communication event can be defined as one message with
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its corresponding processes of a sender and a receiver. This pair is also referred to as a process

pair [12, 21].

In NUMA systems, a communication event will access the local memory device if it is

performed by a process pair whose sender and receiver are executed by different cores of the

same NUMA node. On the other hand, it will access the memory device of the remote NUMA

node if it is performed by a process pair whose sender and receiver are executed by different cores

of different NUMA nodes. MPI provides extensions that enable faster intra-node communication

through the use of shared memory, such as Nemesis for MPICH2 [8] and KNEM [17] for Open

MPI [15]. However, as the cost of communication significantly affects the performance on NUMA

systems, exploiting the communication behavior to optimize the mapping between MPI processes

and processor cores is necessary to improve performance. Such process mapping methods are

called communication-aware process mapping [12, 26].

In modern NUMA systems, process mapping becomes more challenging because a large

number of processor cores in a system induce a large number of accesses to memory devices. As

the number of processor cores increases, the number of communication that can simultaneously

happen will also increase, causing congestion on shared caches and memory controllers. We

refer to this congestion as memory congestion. Conventional work on MPI process mapping

mostly focuses on improving the locality of communication by mapping processes frequently

communicate with each other, to processor cores that are closer to each other in the memory

hierarchy. Improving the locality of communications is important because it will reduce the cost

of communication and congestion on interconnect links. However, only considering the locality is

not sufficient to improve performance on modern NUMA systems. Furthermore, maximizing the

locality can degrade performance because it potentially increases the memory congestion [2, 16].

To optimize the process mapping, it is necessary to analyze the communication behavior of

the MPI applications. The communication behavior is determined by the communication among

MPI processes of the application. A process does not necessarily need to communicate with all

the other processes, and the time and amount of data exchanged among processes may vary.

Conventional process mapping methods rely on offline profiling to trace the communication

events and analyze the communication behavior. However, the offline profiling and analysis

impose a high overhead and is not applicable if the application changes its communication

behavior between executions. Furthermore, the data generated during profiling might be very

large, requiring a time-consuming analysis [30].

In this paper, we present a process mapping method, called Online Decongested Locality for

MPI (OnDeLoc-MPI), to tackle the locality and the memory congestion problems on modern

NUMA systems. It consists of a mechanism that dynamically performs the process mapping

for adapting to changes in the communication behavior, and a mapping algorithm to calculate

the process mapping that can simultaneously reduce the amount of remote memory accesses

and the memory congestion. OnDeLoc-MPI works at runtime during the execution of an MPI

application. It does not require prior knowledge of the communication behavior, modifications

to the application, or changes to the hardware and operating system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we discuss related work and

compare it to OnDeLoc-MPI. Then, we describe the procedure and implementation of OnDeLoc-

MPI in Section 2. Experimental setup and results are presented in Section 3. This section also

discusses the overhead of our method. Finally, conclusions and future work are summarized in

Section 3.5.
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1. Related Work

Various MPI process mapping methods have been proposed in the related studies. Most of

the methods rely on offline profiling to trace communication between processes and to analyze

the communication behaviors of the applications [2, 9, 21, 31]. The main drawback of these

methods is the requirement of offline profiling, which has a high overhead and is potentially time-

consuming. On the other hand, the proposed OnDeLoc-MPI does not have these disadvantages

because it performs the process mapping dynamically at runtime during the execution of the

application.

An online communication detection method, called CDSM, has been proposed in a related

study [13]. It works on the operating system level during the execution of the parallel appli-

cation. It detects the communication behavior from page faults, and uses this information to

dynamically perform the process and thread mapping. CDSM employs a locality-based map-

ping algorithm to minimize the communication cost. The evaluation results of the related work

have shown that CDSM can improve the performance of the MPI benchmarks. There are two

key differences between CDSM and this work. First, OnDeLoc-MPI does not need to employ

a communication detection mechanism because communication events can be traced directly

from MPI events. Thus, it does not suffer from detection inaccuracy nor overhead caused by

the communication detection mechanism. Second, OnDeLoc-MPI employs a mapping algorithm

that aims to reduce both the communication cost and the memory congestion. In Section 3, we

compare the performance results of OnDeLoc-MPI and CDSM, and discuss the benefits of our

method.

A memory placement method, called Carrefour, has been proposed in [10]. It improves per-

formance on modern NUMA systems by reconciling the data locality and the memory congestion

problems. Carrefour works as a data mapping policy of the Linux kernel to dynamically place

memory pages on NUMA nodes to avoid the congestion. Since the method works at system

runtime, it suffers from the overheads caused by the memory access sampling and memory page

replication. Lepers et al. [23] proposed a thread and memory placement method, called Asym-

Sched, that considers the bandwidth asymmetry of asymmetric NUMA systems to minimize

congestion on interconnect links and memory controllers on modern NUMA systems. It relies

on continuous sampling of the memory accesses to analyze the communication among threads.

We cannot compare OnDeLoc-MPI with Carrefour and AsymSched because both methods

require a sampling mechanism that is available only in AMD processors. However, in contrast

to these methods, OnDeLoc-MPI analyzes the communication behavior directly from MPI com-

munication events, and it does not require the communication detection and memory sampling

mechanisms. Moreover, OnDeLoc-MPI works on the runtime system level, and it does not rely

on a specific operating system or hardware. Compared with AsymSched, OnDeLoc-MPI focuses

on reducing not only memory congestion but also the amount of remote accesses. Our evaluation

results in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 show that the reduction of the amount of remote accesses can

substantially improve performance and energy efficiency.
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Figure 1. The procedure of OnDeLoc-MPI

(a) A node topology with eight cores (b) A communication matrix with eight processes

Figure 2. The examples of NUMA node topology and communication matrix

2. OnDeLoc-MPI: An Online Process Mapping Method

for Coordinating Locality and Memory Congestion

In this section, we describe how OnDeLoc-MPI works during the execution of an MPI

application. We first explain the procedure of the method, and then describe the implementation

of the method in the MPI runtime system.

2.1. Procedure of OnDeLoc-MPI

Figure 1 shows the procedure of OnDeLoc-MPI, which consists of four steps:

1. Gather the node topology information of the NUMA system.

2. Monitor MPI communication events during the execution.

3. Calculate the MPI process mapping.

4. Apply the process mapping.

First, when the target application is launched, OnDeLoc-MPI obtains the information about

the NUMA node topology of the target system. The topology is modeled as a tree to express

the information about the locations of cache memories, memory controllers, and interconnect

links. In NUMA systems considered in this work, each NUMA node is physically associated

with a shared last-level cache (LLC) and an integrated memory controller, such as Intel-based

and AMD-based NUMA systems [25]. Thus, the location of the NUMA node represents both

the location of memory controllers and LLCs. This information is required because OnDeLoc-

MPI focuses on reducing the amount of remote accesses through interconnects and reducing

the congestion on the shared caches and memory controllers. Figure 2(a) shows an example of

the model of a two-node NUMA system that consists of eight processor cores. The model also

contains information about the physical identities of the NUMA nodes and the processor cores.

This information is used later by the mapping algorithm to calculate the mapping.

Second, during the execution of the application, the communication behavior of the appli-

cation is analyzed by monitoring the communication events among MPI processes. A commu-
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Figure 3. The mechanism of mapping interval adjustment

nication matrix is used to model the communication behavior, and it consists of identifiers of

MPI processes and amount of communication among the processes. The communication matrix

is a square matrix of order Np, where Np is the number of MPI processes executed by the ap-

plication. It has the same number of rows and columns because each process can communicate

with all the other processes. Figure 2(b) shows an example of the communication matrix for an

application that consists of eight processes. Each cell (x, y) of the matrix contains the amount

of communication between a pair of processes x and y, which is obtained by aggregating the

volume and number of communication events between the pair. In the communication behav-

ior shown by the matrix, processes 0 to 3 have a larger amount of communication than the

other processes. Since the communication behavior of the application may change during the

execution, we update the communication matrix periodically with a certain time interval, called

mapping interval. At the beginning of the execution, the values of all cells are set equal to zero.

In the third and fourth steps, OnDeLoc-MPI uses the information about communication

behavior to optimize the process mapping. In Step 3, the mapping is obtained by using an algo-

rithm, called OnDeLocMap+ algorithm, which is executed every time the communication matrix

is updated. The algorithm calculates the mapping that can improve the communication locality

and the memory congestion, which is detailed in Section 2.2. Then, in Step 4, the calculated

mapping is applied to the execution by assigning processor cores to processes according to the

mapping. Since the mapping result of Step 3 can be different for each calculation, OnDeloc-MPI

will migrate a process if the mapping of the process changes from the previous mapping.

As shown in Fig. 1, Steps 2 to 4 are performed iteratively during the execution of the

application. We note that the mapping interval can significantly affect the performance results

and overhead of our method. If the interval is too long, OnDeLoc-MPI may not adapt quickly to

the changes in the communication behavior. On the other hand, a shorter interval will increase

the overhead because it increases the frequency of updating the communication matrix and

calculating the process mapping. We discuss the overhead of OnDeLoc-MPI in more detail in

Section 3.4.

To reduce the overhead, OnDeLoc-MPI dynamically adjusts the mapping interval, which is

shown in Fig. 3. We use a slope parameter, v, to automatically increase and decrease the mapping

interval, where v > 1. If the calculated mapping does not differ from the previous mapping, the

mapping interval is multiplied by v as in Equation 1. The mapping interval is increased because

the current mapping is assumed to be stable. On the other hand, if the mapping differs from

the previous mapping, the mapping interval is divided by v as in Equation 2. We shorten the

mapping interval so that the mapping can adapt more quickly to changes in the communication

behavior.

Intervalcurr = Intervalprev × v. (1)

Intervalcurr =
Intervalprev

v
. (2)
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2.2. Implementation of OnDeLoc-MPI

OnDeLoc-MPI has been implemented as a module for Open MPI runtime system [15]. The

implementation consists of four parts:

1. A modification to the monitoring layer of the runtime system.

2. Data consolidation among MPI processes.

3. OnDeLocMap+ algorithm.

4. Data structures to store the communication matrices and process mapping.

2.2.1. Modification of the runtime system

For the implementation, we added a module in the monitoring layer of the Open MPI runtime

system, and the module is started when an MPI application is launched by the runtime system.

To perform Steps 1 and 2 of the OnDeLoc-MPI procedure, we have implemented two functions

in the module. The first function obtains the node topology information of the system by using

Hwloc library [7]. We use this library because it can provide both logical and physical indexes of

the processor cores and the NUMA nodes. The second function monitors MPI communication

events during the execution. During the monitoring, the amount of communication of each

process pair is accumulated using a counter. This function uses a monitoring framework [6] that

is built on top of the point-to-point management layer (PML) of the Open MPI stack [15]. We use

PML because it can monitor point-to-point operations organizing a collective communication,

and thus the communication events can be traced in both cases of point-to-point and collective

communications.

For Steps 3 and 4, we create a thread, called mapper thread, that periodically calculates and

applies the process mapping. This thread is a child thread of the process that has the local ID 0.

In MPI, the local ID is the local rank of an MPI process within a system [15, 18]. It means that

if an MPI application is executed with more than one NUMA system, OnDeLoc-MPI will create

one mapper thread for each system, and each thread calculates and applies the process mapping

separately for each system. To apply the process mapping, we assign the target processor cores

to processes according to the mapping by using the sched setaffinity() function call of the

Linux system. However, the use of this function is not mandatory. Alternatively, some libraries

such as Hwloc-bind [7] and Likwid-pin [29] can be used to assign processor cores to processes.

We are aware that, in an MPI application, two MPI processes running on different NUMA

systems may communicate with each other. Thus, calculating the process mapping separately for

each system may not result in the best mapping for the application. However, by performing the

process mapping separately for each system, OnDeLoc-MPI does not suffer from the overhead of

migrating processes from one system to another system. This overhead may surpass the benefit

of our method because migrating MPI processes across systems potentially incurs a significant

network overhead [5]. In the future, we will discuss the impacts of migrating MPI processes

across NUMA systems to the performance results of our method.

2.2.2. Data consolidation

In an MPI application, each MPI process is executed on a processor core as a single operating

system process. However, the PML monitors MPI communication events separately for each

process, and in Linux and other UNIX operating systems, a process cannot directly access
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Figure 4. The consolidation mechanism with four MPI processes

the address space of another process. Thus, to determine the communication behavior of the

application, it is necessary to consolidate the communication events among the processes.

The consolidation mechanism is shown in Fig. 4. For the consolidation purpose, we store

an intermediate communication matrix in a shared memory region. Each row of this matrix has

its own shared memory object, and thus the accesses to the matrix do not need to be locked

since each row is updated only by one process. We use the POSIX shared memory API [22] to

read and write the shared memory objects. However, the consolidation process may increase

congestion on the shared region if a large number of processes frequently update the matrix.

Thus, we also use the mapping interval to limit the frequency of updating the matrix.

During Step 2, each process updates its row in the intermediate matrix using the monitoring

counters. The i-th row (ri) is updated by the process with ID i (Pi). However, the value of each

counter is accumulated during the monitoring step. If the communication matrix is updated with

the accumulated values, OnDeLoc-MPI may not be able to detect changes in the communication

behavior because the previous communication behavior may significantly influence the current

result of communication behavior. Thus, to reset the communication behavior, we update cell

(x, y) by subtracting the last value of the cell from the counter value for processes x and y.

The mapper thread generates a consolidated matrix by aggregating the data from all rows of

the intermediate matrix. The generated communication matrix is then used as the input to the

mapping algorithm.

2.2.3. OnDeLocMap+ algorithm

The OnDeLocMap+ algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 1. We adopt the algorithm proposed

in our previous work, called On-DeLoc [3], to implement OnDeLocMap+. A key difference

between these two algorithms is that OnDeLocMap+ considers the previous mapping to calculate

the current mapping. In the previous work, we have shown that the migration overhead has

a significant impact on the performance results of On-DeLoc. To reduce this overhead, the

OnDeLocMap+ algorithm prevents unnecessary process migrations by giving a higher priority

to processes that have a higher amount of communication to be mapped to the same NUMA node

of the previous mapping. We detail the difference between the two algorithms in the following

description.

First, OnDeLocMap+ uses the topology model to construct the map between processor core

IDs and process IDs (Line 1). The keys of the map represent the IDs of processor cores available
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Algorithm 1 The OnDeLocMap+ Algorithm.

Input: T {The node topology tree}
Input: A {The communication matrix}
Input: PrevM {The previous mapping}
Output: M {The map of processor core IDs and process IDs}

1: M ← createMap(T )

2: Pairs← generatePairs(A)

3: sortedPairs← sortByAcomm(Pairs)

4: i← 0

5: while i < num(Pairs) and numUnmappedCores(M) > 0 do

6: current pair ← sortedPairs[i]

7: prev nodes← getPreviousNodes(current pair, PrevM)

8: if isNodesAvailable(prev nodes) then

9: mapPair(current pair, prev nodes)

10: else

11: mapPair(current pair, nextNodeAvailable(T ))

12: end if

13: i← i + 1

14: end while

in the system, and each value represents the ID of the process mapped to the processor core of

the key. At the beginning of the algorithm, all values are set to empty. Then, it generates pairs of

processes from the communication matrix (Line 2). A pair of processes x and y is generated for

each matrix cell (x, y) of the matrix. The algorithm then selects a process pair that has not been

mapped to processor cores sequentially from the pairs with the highest to the lowest amount

of communication. This selection is achieved by the sorting step in the algorithm (Line 3). A

NUMA node is available for the mapping if it has one or more unmapped cores. In On-DeLoc, the

mapPair() function always maps the processes to the processor cores of the NUMA node that is

currently available in a round-robin fashion (Line 11). We aim to improve the locality by mapping

two processes of a pair to the same NUMA node, while also reducing the memory congestion

by mapping different pairs to the different NUMA nodes. However, in contrast to On-DeLoc,

when selecting the target NUMA nodes for a process pair, OnDeLocMap+ first evaluates the

NUMA nodes that have been previously mapped for the same pair (Lines 7–8). The function

getPreviousNodes() will return two NUMA nodes, where each node is associated with each

process of the pair. If the previous NUMA nodes are available, it will map each process of the

pair to the processor cores of the previous NUMA node associated with the process (Line 9)

so that each process of the pair will not be migrated to a different NUMA node. Otherwise,

OnDeLocMap+ will map the pair to the processor cores in a round-robin fashion, the same way

as the previous algorithm.

2.2.4. Data structures

For each MPI application, we allocate two arrays to store the two communication matrices.

The first array is to store the consolidated communication matrix, and the other array is to

store the intermediate matrix. Since the matrix is a square matrix of order Np, the size of each
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matrix scales quadratically with the number of MPI processes. The size of each matrix cell

is 4 bytes, and thus the total size of the memory used for all the communication matrices is

(N2
p × 2× 4) bytes. In addition to the communication matrices, we allocate a key-value map to

store the previous mapping, where each element of the map consists of a processor core ID and

its associated process ID. The size of the map scales linearly with Np. The size of each element

is 8 bytes, and thus the total size of the memory allocated for the key-value map is (Np × 8)

bytes.

3. Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we present the experimental evaluation of OnDeLoc-MPI. Our main exper-

imental results on a NUMA system consist of three parts: performance, energy consumption,

and overhead. In addition, we provide and discuss our evaluation results with a larger NUMA

system.

3.1. Experimental Setup

The main experiments have been conducted on a NUMA system, named Xeon2, that consists

of two NUMA nodes and one Intel Xeon E5-2690 processor per NUMA node. The system has 32

logical cores in total, and it is running Linux OS kernel v3.2. The NUMA nodes are connected

with QuickPath Interconnect (QPI) [32], and each NUMA node has 16 logical cores and an

Integrated Memory Controller (IMC). Open MPI v3.1 is used as the MPI runtime system for

the experiments. As workloads, we used eight MPI applications of the NAS Parallel Benchmarks

(NPB) [4] v3.4 with the class C problem size. All the applications except BT and SP are executed

with 32 processes using all cores in the system. BT and SP require a square number of processes,

and thus we execute these two applications with 25 processes.

In all the experiments, we keep the mapping interval higher than or equal to 500 ms to

limit the overhead. The parameter v is set equal to 2, and this value is chosen empirically from

experiments with the NPB applications. We are aware that in parallel applications that change

their communication behavior during their execution, this parameter will affect the performance

results of our method. However, to determine the optimal value of v for a particular application,

it is necessary to analyze its temporal communication behavior prior to the execution of the

application. We avoid this analysis step because it will incur a high overhead [30]. In our future

work, we will investigate the impacts of this parameter on the performance and overhead of our

method.

We compare OnDeLoc-MPI with an online-based thread mapping method and two static

mapping methods. The static mapping methods are Default and Static-best. Default is the

original mapping of the MPI runtime system that maps the neighboring processes to processor

cores of different NUMA nodes in a round-robin fashion. It represents the baseline of our ex-

periments. Static-best mapping is obtained by using an offline-based method proposed in our

previous work [2]. It first collects communication traces by preliminary running the target ap-

plication. Then, it analyzes the communication behavior of the application and calculates the

mapping using the CLB algorithm. We also evaluated the Treematch [21] algorithm to calculate

the mapping. Since CLB shows lower execution times than Treematch, we show only the results

for CLB. Note that Static-best mapping works offline prior to the execution of an application,

and thus has a high overhead caused by the preliminary run and offline analysis.
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(a) Performance results of CDSM, normalized to the

baseline

(b) The total number of threads compared with the

number of MPI processes

Figure 5. Evaluation results with CDSM

Figure 6. Performance results on Xeon2, normalized to the baseline

The online-based mapping method used for the evaluation is CDSM-mod, which is a modified

version of CDSM. We modify CDSM because our experimental results show that it significantly

degrades the performance of all the tested applications, which are contrast with the results shown

in the related work [13]. Figure 5(a) shows the performance results of CDSM, compared with

the baseline and a random mapping method. For the random mapping, we randomly generate a

process mapping before each execution. As shown in the figure, CDSM shows higher execution

times for all the applications. In BT, CDSM can increase the execution time by a factor of two

compared with Default. We have observed that the performance degradation is caused by the

inaccuracy of detecting the communication events among MPI processes. CDSM detects the

communication events by analyzing the page faults of all threads of the application. However,

in multithreaded MPI implementations, an MPI process can spawn multiple threads [14]. Thus,

the total number of threads spawned by the runtime system can be higher than the number of

MPI processes.

Figure 5(b) shows the total number of threads executed for the NPB applications with

32 number of MPI processes on Xeon2. Although the number of MPI processes is less than or

equal to the number of processor cores of the system, the total number of threads executed during

the execution is substantially higher than the number of cores and MPI processes. By detecting

the communication among all threads of the application, CDSM cannot accurately detect the

communication among MPI processes. To increase the accuracy, we modify the method to only

include the parent threads of the MPI processes in the steps of detecting communication and

calculating the thread mapping. We detect these parent threads from the first n threads created

at the beginning of the execution, where n is equal to Np.

3.2. Performance Evaluation

Figure 6 shows the performance results on the Xeon2 system. We measure the execution

time of the applications with each mapping method. All the experimental results are the averages
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(a) LLC miss (b) QPI volume

(c) IMC queue

Figure 7. Performance monitoring results, normalized with the baseline

obtained from 10 sample executions, which are normalized to the results of the baseline method.

We also provide the 95% confidence interval calculated with Student’s t-distribution. The error

line of the bar represents the confidence intervals of the samples.

On average, OnDeLoc-MPI shows higher performance improvements than those of Default

and CDSM-mod. Compared with Default, the average performance improvement of OnDeLoc-

MPI is 18.5%. The highest performance improvements are exhibited in CG and LU by 31.2% and

34%, respectively. CDSM-mod shows performance improvements from Default for most of the

applications, indicating that our modification to CDSM effectively increases the communication

detection accuracy, and thus it can increase the performance of the applications.

For all the applications except EP and SP, Static-best shows the highest improvements.

However, the average improvement of OnDeLoc-MPI is only 0.5% lower than that of Static-

best, which means that our method can achieve performance close to that of Static-best even

without any kind of extensive profiling and analysis. Moreover, in SP, OnDeLoc-MPI achieves

the highest performance improvement among the methods. These results indicate that in the

case of SP, the static mapping is not sufficient to take into account the temporal changes of the

communication behavior.

To investigate the sources of performance improvements, we evaluate the performance char-

acteristics of the NPB applications. We use LLC misses, QPI volume and IMC queue metrics for

the evaluation. These metrics are obtained by monitoring the Intel performance counters [20].

LLC misses represent the number of last-level cache misses across all NUMA nodes. IMC queue

is the total queuing time of memory accesses in the memory controllers. A higher value of this

metric indicates a longer queuing delay caused by the memory congestion. QPI volume is the

total volume of data sent through interconnect links. A higher value of this metric indicates

longer latencies from the remote memory accesses.

Figures 7(a), 7(b) and 7(c) show the results of last-level cache misses, QPI volume and

IMC queue, respectively. These figures show that most of the applications gain a substantial

performance improvement from reductions in the caches misses and IMC queuing delay. It

means that the memory congestion has a significant impact on the performance of most of
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Figure 8. Energy consumption results on Xeon2, normalized with the baseline

the NPB applications. Moreover, in BT and SP, CDSM-mod increases the IMC queuing delay,

and in most of the applications, it shows a higher IMC queue than those of OnDeLoc-MPI and

Static-best. This fact suggests that only considering the locality is not sufficient to achieve the

best performance for these applications. In the cases of BT and SP, the performance differences

among the methods are smaller than that in the other applications. It is because, as shown

in our previous work [3], these two applications have the communication behavior that can

benefit from the Default mapping. In these two applications, most communication events are

performed by the neighboring processes, and thus the Default mapping is sufficient to improve

the performance of these applications.

In most of the applications, CDSM-mod shows a higher QPI volume (Fig. 7(b)) and a

longer execution time (Fig. 6) compared with Static-best and OnDeLoc-MPI. By migrating

the processes during the execution, CDSM-mod and OnDeloc-MPI potentially increase data

traffic on interconnects because the migrated processes may need to access data that reside in

a remote NUMA node. However, the performance improvements achieved by OnDeLoc-MPI

are close to those of Static-best. Furthermore, even for the applications that cannot gain a

significant performance improvement from Static-best mapping, such as BT, OnDeLoc-MPI

does not reduce the performance of the applications. These results show that the migration

overhead in online-based mapping methods can have a significant impact on the execution time.

However, our method can effectively reduce this overhead.

3.3. Energy Consumption Evaluation

In this section, we discuss the energy consumption of the NPB applications on the Xeon2

system. We measure the processor energy and DRAM energy by using the Running Average

Power Limit (RAPL) hardware counters [11]. As shown in the performance monitoring results,

the process mapping methods have a significant impact on the cache misses, the interconnect

traffic, and queuing delay in memory controllers. Therefore, the mapping methods will affect

the energy consumption of not only the processor cores but also the interconnects and memory

controllers. In the Intel processor used for the evaluation, each package of processor consists

of core and Uncore components. Uncore refers to components that are apart from processor

core, which include QPI and memory controllers [19]. To evaluate the energy consumption of

processor core and Uncore components, we decompose processor energy consumption into core

and Uncore energy consumptions. We measure core and Uncore energy also using the RAPL

counters.
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Figure 9. Core and Uncore energy consumptions on Xeon2, normalized with the baseline

Figure 8 shows the results of processor energy and DRAM energy for each mapping method

on Xeon2. In all the applications, OnDeLoc-MPI shows a lower total energy consumption than

those of Default and CDSM-mod. On average, the total energy is reduced by 13.6% compared

with Default, and the highest reduction is 28.9% in the case of LU. In some applications, such

as IS and MG, OnDeLoc-MPI and CDSM-mod increase DRAM energy. It is because these two

online mapping methods use more DRAM to analyze the communication behavior and calculate

the mapping. However, the increase in DRAM energy is relatively small compared with the

decrease in processor energy. Since the total energy is mostly contributed by the processor

energy, OnDeLoc-MPI achieves lower total energy consumption than the baseline in all the

applications.

Figure 9 shows the results of core and Uncore energy consumptions. In all the NPB applica-

tions, OnDeLoc-MPI show lower core and Uncore energy consumptions than those of CDSM-mod

and Default. The core energy consumption is reduced most in LU, with a reduction of 31.5%,

and the Uncore energy consumption is reduced most in CG, with a reduction of 27.9%. On

average, the core energy is reduced by 15% in OnDeLoc-MPI and 16.1% in Static-best, while

Uncore energy is reduced by 16% and 17.7%, respectively.

In most of the applications, CDSM-mod shows higher core and Uncore energy consumptions

than Static-best and OnDeLoc-MPI. The increases in core and Uncore energy is caused by the

increases in execution time and interconnect traffic, respectively. Moreover, in BT and SP,

CDSM-mod shows the highest Uncore energy because, as shown in Fig. 7(b) and 7(c), it also

increases the queuing time in the memory controllers. These results show that compared to

Default and CDSM-mod, OnDeLoc-MPI is more effective in reducing the energy consumption

of interconnects and memory controllers.

In most of the applications, the lower execution time leads to the lower core and Uncore

energy consumptions, indicating that the energy reductions are mainly contributed by the re-

duction in execution time. By reducing the execution time, OnDeLoc-MPI, CDSM-mod, and

Static-best reduce the static energy consumption in most of the applications. However, as shown

in BT and SP, OnDeLoc-MPI can achieve lower reductions in core and Uncore energy consump-

tions than those of Default and CDSM-mod with no significant differences in the execution time.

This fact shows that OnDeLoc-MPI also reduces the dynamic energy consumption by reducing

the number of cache misses and queuing time in the memory controllers.
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(a) Mapping overhead (b) Migration overhead

Figure 10. Overhead of OnDeLoc-MPI

3.4. Overhead of OnDeLoc-MPI

OnDeLoc-MPI incurs overhead on the execution of an MPI application because it works

during the application runtime. The overhead is caused by the computation of the mapping

and the migration of processes. The mapping overhead consists of the repeated accesses to

the intermediate and consolidated communication matrices and the execution of the mapping

algorithm, while the migration overhead consists of increases in cache misses and interconnect

traffic for the process after migration. In this section, we evaluate the overhead of OnDeLoc-MPI

on the Xeon2 system.

The mapping overhead is shown in Fig. 10(a). It is evaluated by measuring the time in the

function that accesses the communication matrices and to calculate the mapping. The values are

the percentage of the execution time of each application. For all the applications, the mapping

overhead is less than 9%, and the average overhead of the mapping is low, which is 2.5%. IS shows

the highest mapping overhead because its execution time is much shorter than those of the other

applications, and thus, the ratio of the mapping overhead to the execution time is higher than

those of the other applications. However, the time used in IS for updating the communication

matrices and calculating the mapping is less significant compared with the other applications.

The results of mapping overhead show that the dynamic adjustment of the mapping interval

can effectively reduce the overhead.

The migration overhead is evaluated by comparing the performance monitoring results of

Static-best mapping and OnDeLoc-MPI for each application. However, in this evaluation, we

disable the functions of OnDeLoc-MPI that repeatedly update the communication matrix and

compute the mapping. The process mapping for each interval is provided offline prior to the

execution. We obtain the mapping of each interval by preliminary running each application with

OnDeLoc-MPI. Thus, in this evaluation, only the migration overhead affects the execution of

each application.

Figure 10(b) shows the migration overhead on the cache misses and interconnect traffic. We

obtain cache misses by aggregating the cache misses of all cache levels across the NUMA nodes.

For all the applications, the migration overhead is less than 11%, and the highest overheads

on the interconnect traffic are imposed in CG and FT. As shown in our previous work [3], CG

has a wide variation of the amount of communication among processes. Moreover, these two

applications have a high number of memory accesses. Thus, migrating a process potentially

increases the amount of remote accesses because the process may need to access data that reside

in the previous NUMA node. BT and CG show the highest overhead to last-level cache misses,
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(a) Test Case A (b) Test Case B

Figure 11. The communication behaviors of the GROMACS applications

indicating that these two applications access cache memories more than the other applications.

For the other applications, the migration overheads are small because, in these applications,

the process mapping is more stable than those of CG and FT. OnDeLoc-MPI performs less

migration during the execution of these applications.

The performance and overhead results show that the migration overhead mainly causes the

performance differences between OnDeLoc-MPI and Static-best mapping. This overhead is af-

fected by the numbers of memory accesses and changes in the communication behavior of the

application. During the execution, some applications, such as BT, CG and FT access memory

devices and change their communication behavior more frequently than the other applications.

The migration overheads of OnDeLoc-MPI in these applications are the highest among the

applications, and thus OnDeLoc-MPI shows a lower performance improvement compared with

Static-best mapping. On the other hand, it shows lower migration overheads in the other ap-

plications, and thus OnDeLoc-MPI can achieve a comparable performance with Static-best in

the other applications. Moreover, in SP, the benefit of online mapping surpasses the overhead

of OnDeLoc-MPI, and thus it can achieve a higher performance than that of Static-best.

3.5. Evaluation on a Larger System

To evaluate our method with larger number of NUMA nodes and processor cores, we have

conducted experiments on a NUMA system, named KNL4, which is based on Intel Xeon Phi

Knights Landing (KNL) processor [28]. The system has 288 logical cores in total, and it is

running Linux kernel v4.4. We configure the system as a four-node NUMA system by setting

Sub-NUMA clustering (SNC) mode as the clustering mode of the KNL. In this cluster mode,

the system is partitioned into four NUMA nodes, with 72 logical cores per NUMA node. We

also use Open MPI v3.1 as the MPI runtime system for this evaluation.

In this evaluation, we use two biomolecular applications of the UAEBS workloads [27, 33].

The applications are Test Case A and Test Case B of the workloads that are based on GROMACS

simulation [1]. The communication behaviors of these applications are shown by the communica-

tion matrices in Fig. 11. The darker cells indicate a higher amount of communication. We obtain

these matrices from the last mapping result of OnDeLoc-MPI during the execution of these ap-

plications. These two applications are executed with 288 number of MPI processes to use all the

processor cores of the system. We do not use the NPB applications because all the applications

except EP cannot be executed with this number of processes. OnDeLoc-MPI is compared with
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(a) Performance and energy (b) LLC misses (c) Memory bandwidth

Figure 12. Performance and energy consumption results on KNL4, normalized with the baseline

Default and Static-best mapping. We cannot compare our method with CDSM-mod because

of its limitation to the previous version of Linux kernel. This fact highlights the advantage of

implementing our method in the runtime system. which is that OnDeLoc-MPI does not depend

on specific features of the hardware or operating system.

Figure 12(a) shows the results of performance and energy consumption on the KNL4 system.

We cannot provide the Uncore energy in this evaluation because of the limitation of the RAPL

counters on the KNL. However, we can still evaluate the impacts of the mapping methods

on the total energy consumption by measuring processor and DRAM energy. As shown in the

figure, OnDeLoc-MPI reduces the execution times and energy consumptions in both applications.

Compared to Default, the execution time is reduced most in Test Case B, with a reduction of

22.3%, while the highest total energy reduction is shown in Test Case A, with a reduction of

14.3%. On average, the execution time and total energy consumption are reduced by 21.6% and

12.6%, respectively.

As shown in the figure, OnDeLoc-MPI shows lower improvements compared with Static-

best. However, the performance and energy consumption results of these two methods are close

to each other. The differences of execution time are 3.91% in Test Case A, and 1.24% in Test

Case B, while the processor energy differences are 3.98% and 0.47%, respectively. The differences

in Test Case A are higher than those in Test Case B because the communication behavior of Test

Case A is more irregular than that of Test Case B. As shown in their communication matrices,

the number of tasks that perform substantial amount of communication in Test Case A is higher

than that in Test Case B. OnDeLoc-MPI updates the process mapping more frequently in Test

Case A. The performance and energy consumption results of these two applications suggest that

the overhead of OnDeLoc-MPI is still low even if the number of processes and NUMA nodes

becomes larger.

For further evaluation, we measure the last-level cache misses and memory bandwidth met-

rics on the KNL4 system. Memory bandwidth is the bandwidth of memory accesses to the

memory controllers. We cannot measure the QPI volume and IMC queue metrics because of the

limitation of the monitoring counters on the KNL. However, the memory bandwidth metric can

show the impacts of the mapping methods on the memory congestion because higher memory

congestion leads to lower memory access bandwidth.
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Figures 12(b) and 12(c) show the results of cache misses and memory bandwidth, respec-

tively. These results suggest that both OnDeLoc-MPI and Static-best gain performance and

energy improvements by reducing last-level cache misses and memory congestion. Compared

with Default, OnDeLoc-MPI shows lower cache misses and higher memory bandwidth for both

applications. The highest reduction of cache misses is 30% with Test Case A, while the highest

improvement of memory bandwidth is 28.8% with Test Case B. Compared with Static-best,

OnDeLoc-MPI shows higher cache misses in Test Case A, and shows lower memory bandwidth

for both applications. However, the differences of the results between the two methods are small.

The differences of cache misses are 3.37% in Test Case A, while the memory bandwidth differ-

ences are 2.9% and 2.1% in Test Case A and Test Case B, respectively.

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have proposed a process mapping method, called OnDeLoc-MPI, to address

the locality and the memory congestion problems on NUMA systems. Our method works online

during the execution of an MPI application, and dynamically performs the process mapping to

adapt to changes in the communication behavior of the application. In contrast to the related

work, OnDeLoc-MPI does not need offline profiling to analyze the communication behavior of

the application, and does not rely on communication detection mechanisms and specific features

of the hardware or operating system. Alternatively, it analyzes the communication behavior by

monitoring the MPI communication events during the execution of the application.

OnDeLoc-MPI has been evaluated on a real NUMA system with a set of NAS parallel

benchmarks. On average, it can achieve performance and energy improvements close to the

best static method with low overhead. Compared with the default mapping of the MPI runtime

system, the performance and total energy improvements are up to 34% (18.5% on average),

and 28.9% (13.6% on average), respectively. In addition, OnDeLoc-MPI has been evaluated on

a larger NUMA system with two GROMACS applications. On the larger system, it achieves

performance and energy improvements up to 22.3% and 14.3%, respectively. Our evaluation

results have shown that the performance and energy improvements are obtained from reductions

in cache misses, interconnect traffic, and queuing delay in memory controllers.

During the execution of an MPI application, OnDeLoc-MPI imposes overhead from the

mapping calculation and process migration. To reduce the overhead, OnDeLoc-MPI employs

mechanisms to prevent unnecessary process migrations and automatically adjust the mapping

interval. The evaluation results show that the mechanisms can effectively reduce the overhead.

The mapping overhead to the execution time is less than 9%, and the migration overhead to

interconnect traffic and cache misses is less than 11%.

As future work, we intend to evaluate the impacts of our method on the performance

and energy consumption of a large cluster of NUMA systems. For this future work, we will

investigate the overhead of migrating processes between systems, and the impacts of parameter

v for different applications. We also intend to extend to our method for parallel applications

with hybrid programming of MPI and multithreading, such as OpenMP and Pthreads.
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